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1. Introduction 

February 21 and the document 2022 we are witnessing the conduct of a specialized military operation in 

Russia on the territory of Ukraine. This article examines the sanctions imposed by the United States, NATO, the 

European Commission, Canada, Britain and other countries close to the United States on Russia in all areas of 

its life. 

This article analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of sanctions against both the sanctioning parties and 

the annexed country Russia. 

 

2. Research methods 

Research methods, analysis of information on sanctions imposed by the United States, NATO, the European 

Union, the United Kingdom, Canada and other countries, the benefits of these sanctions for sanctioning 

countries, the harm to them, the benefits and harms of the sanctioned state - Russia. 

 

3. US AND NATO PLANS FOR WAR AGAINST RUSSIA 

3.1 The plan, which is a large-scale nuclear war against RUSSIA in order to destroy it, began in 2010 and the 

soil is being prepared in Ukraine mostly through SOROS NGOs. 

The beginning is - The events in UKRAINE 2014 - THE BEGINNING 

In Ukraine after 2014 there was a proven genocide of the Russian-speaking population in Ukraine and 

especially in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions, shelling of the population of Donetsk and Luhansk regions, 
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Closure of all opposition media, US training, NATO CIA on private Nazi military formations, Nazi battalions, Ban 

on speaking Russian in the media, Changing and changing the names of streets, squares and replacing them 

with Nazi names, Since 2014 anti-Russian training programs , incitement to hatred of Ruxia, praise of Nazism, 

constant parades and marches in honor of Nazism, Nazism is an official state ideology, open genocide of the 

Russian-speaking population, violations of basic human rights in Donetsk and Lugansk, indifference to the 

United States and Europe genocide of more than 4 million people in these two regions, life as the most human 

value is reduced to zero by the EUROPEAN UNION, USA, UK, complete indifference to the fate of the 

population in Donetsk and Lugansk, however since 2014 Kyiv has been invited many times to abide by the 

Minsk agreements, which he refuses. 

 

It all started in 2014 when the United States and under the auspices of the Vice President of USA then Biden's 

son joins the board of directors of the company Burism with a salary of $ 50,000 per month Contracts are 

being signed with American companies for shale gas extraction in the territories of Eastern Ukraine - ie 

Donetsk and Luhansk districts The population refused to emigrate from these territories and began the total 

genocide of the population of Donetsk and Rugansk which is predominantly Russian population. The Russians 

do not want to leave their native places. Then Ukrainian paramilitaries, Nazi formations trained by the CIA, 

NATO and the United States began burning children, cremating families, children, raping women, shelling with 

the CITY system, point U missiles, artillery tanks, phosphate and cell bombs, and children with flamethrowers. , 

women, 

Russian population is 17% of the total population of Ukraine. 

 

3.2 The son of US President Joe Biden Hunter Biden, together with officials from the US Department of 

Defense's Threat Reduction Service and Pentagon subcontractors in Ukraine, has played an important role in 

creating a financial opportunity to work with pathogens in Ukraine. The United States has chosen Ukraine as a 

testing ground for testing the components of biological weapons and drugs, as Ukraine is closest to Russia. 

Ukraine borders with Russia. In these twelve organized, established, equipped biolabs on the territory of 

Ukraine, genetic material is collected mostly from Russians, so that the development of biological and 

chemical weapons should be used mostly against Russians with the relevant genetic material. The spread of 

biological weapons and chemical weapons must be through insects. An unmanned aerial vehicle for the spread 

of infected insects in the air is also patented in the United States. The patent description states that with this 

device, enemy troops can be destroyed or disposed of without risk to US military personnel. That is why the 

United States is organizing biological research on the genetic material of the Russians on the territory of 

Ukraine. 

Participants in the establishment of these biological laboratories in Ukraine are the Democratic Party of the 

United States, the US State Department, the US Department of Defense, the Department of Defense Risk 

Reduction, the US Agency for International Development (USAIAD), the Medical Research and Development 

Command of the U.S. Army USAMRFC. 

Investors are Hunter Biden, George Soros Investment Fund, Open Society Foundation, used Pentagon 

companies - Metabiota, Blacj & Veatch, CH2M Hill 

In the laboratory in Lviv they worked with the pathogens of plague, anthrax, and brucellosis, and in Kharkov 

and Poltava - with the pathogens of diphtheria, salmonellosis and dysentery. 

It is no coincidence that Victoria Newland in the United States confirmed in a Senate hearing before the Senate 

in 2022 that there are biological research facilities in Ukraine. "There are biological research facilities in 

Ukraine. with the Ukrainians to prevent these materials from falling into the hands of Russian forces, 

"Newland said. 

The United States has tested secret viruses, pathogens and drugs on soldiers of the Ukrainian armed forces, 

many of whom died 

Everything is done under the name of the BIOWEAPON LAB program in Ukraine, which includes secret 

biolaboratories run by the United States. 

One of these projects involving soldiers from the Armed Forces of Ukraine (VFU) is called UP-8. It was launched 

in 2017 and has been extended several times until 2020. Thus, according to the UP-8 program, 4,400 healthy 
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soldiers were selected in Lviv, Kharkiv, Odessa and Kyiv. Blood samples were taken from 4,000 of them for 

antibodies against hantaviruses and from 400 for the presence of antibodies against the Crimean-Congo 

hemorrhagic fever (CCHF) virus. They were then subjected to secret medical procedures. 

Bulgarian journalist Dilyana Gaitandjieva revealed the truth about these biolaboratories. DTRA (Defense Threat 

Reduction Agency the information was obtained from the Federal Register of Contracts in the United States. 

The American company Black & Veatch Special Projects Corp participates in the program ", Gaitandjieva 

writes. 

This network of 15 US-Ukrainian biolaboratories, which includes research centers in Odessa, Vinnytsia, 

Uzhhorod, Lviv, Kyiv, Kherson, Ternopil, Kharkiv and Mykolaiv, has generated pandemic pathogens that exploit 

the human immune system. 

Ie all this proves that the Pentagon (not the US Department of Health) is in direct violation of the UN 

Convention, and produces deadly viruses, bacteria and toxins in biological weapons laboratories, which are 

located, among others, in Ukraine. 

    

3.3 THE US AND NATO WAR PLAN WITH RUSSIA 

This US-NATO plan for war with Russia has nothing to do with the five scenarios developed by the Center for 

European Policy Analysis - SERA in Washington, developed in 2020 and including five scenarios for US-NATO 

war with Russia, as the leading leaders of each working group are as follows: 

Scenarios 1 - John Agolia - USA 

Scenario 2 - Janek Bartoszak - Poland 

Scenario 3 - Philip A. Petersen USA 

Scenario 4 - Greg Melcher - USA 

Scenarios 5- Hans Damen - The Netherlands 

 

This US-NATO nuclear war plan against Russia includes the following steps: 

1. Offensive of the Ukrainian armed forces in Donets and Lugnas, reflecting their contact with Russia and their 

common border, the erasure of entire areas, the extermination of the population. 

2. Invocation of peacekeeping forces in the case of NATO to be located in the relevant territories and to 

provide the relevant corridors. Using the established NATO military bases. 

3. Launch of drones to infect the population of Russia 300 kilometers into Russia. 

4. Launch of nuclear missiles against Russia. 

 

3.4 RECEIVED IN DECEMBER 2021 INFORMATION IN RUSSIA ABOUT NATO PLANS 

From December 2021, Russia received information about NATO's plans to deploy 4 military brigades (2 land, 1 

naval, 1 air) on the territory of Ukraine. The air brigade would be able to carry nuclear warheads. 

NATO has agreed to deploy troops in the summer of 2022 at a meeting of the UN Security Council. In addition, 

they would most likely provoke conflict by the end of the year and launch full-scale military operations against 

Russia using nuclear weapons. 

All this is led by the US-controlled ruling elite in Ukraine and the nationalists. 

To prevent World War III and an attack on Russia with nuclear weapons, the Russian government decided to 

end the situation and bring order to Ukraine. 

The West is pushing false information through social media, and all the deep mafia media that cover almost 

100 percent of television, radio and others in Europe, the United States, Canada, Britain, that Russia is the 

usurper, that it has attacked. 

In fact, all this attack is because the plans of the United States and NATO have been revealed and that Russia 

will not be able to be destroyed with nuclear weapons. 

It is no coincidence that Putin says that the time for the warheads to fly from Kharkov to Moscow is 3 minutes 

and there is no time for a retaliatory strike. 

That is why a provocation from Ukraine is being prepared, followed by a treacherous coup in order to destroy 

the population on the territory of the Luhansk People's Republic (LPR) and the Donetsk People's Republic 

(DPR). 
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The day before the BEGINNING of the war, fateful decisions were made to DESTROY the RUSSIAN-SPEAKING 

POPULATION in Donbass. The Ukrainian Army (VFU), under the leadership of the Nazi battalions, is preparing 

to begin a MILITARY OPERATION in Donbass on 25.02.12022. 

Vladimir PUTIN literally OVERWHELMED THE PLANS OF Kyiv, USA AND NATO WITH ONE DAY, which allowed to 

master the strategic initiative. 

One week before the start of the Russian special operation, the Deputy Chief of the People's Militia of the 

Donetsk People's Republic (DPR) Eduard Basurin announced that a MAP of the ATTACK AGAINST DONBAS had 

been detected by the Ukrainian Armed Forces. 

It clearly states when long-range artillery strikes will be carried out, when MLRS, when by aviation, then strikes 

of the Operational-Tactical Group (OTG), respectively "North", "South" and "East". OTG Vostok was supposed 

to act for the CUTTING of Donetsk and Luhansk. 

They were given three days to reach the border, and the Southern OTG would act together with the Aidarovs, 

who according to the plan were to play the role of a detachment, "the statement said. 

In the north, where Ukraine's armed forces were to operate in Luhansk under the guise of the "Right Sector", 

they were to meet in the Komsomolsk region south of Donetsk and cut off the Luhansk People's Republic from 

the border with Russia. " 

Within two days it was planned to begin "COMPLETE CLEANING" of the Donetsk and Lugansk districts. In 

addition, Donetsk, Luhansk and several other cities were not planned to be taken at this stage, but were simply 

surrounded and blocked, ie a complete blockade of the settlements was envisaged before the FINAL DECISION 

FOR EXTERMINATION (or cleansing). 

This plan was developed jointly with NATO and the United States, and the United States had previously 

transferred about 5,000 of its troops to Poland, plus the POLISH ARMY. the attacked territory in the south - 

Eastern Ukraine. 

The goal of the SECOND group is a thousand soldiers from the Stryker Brigade (armored vehicles in Romania 

are to block Transnistria, so that the PEACEKEEPERS stationed there CANNOT advance south to Odessa, "the 

former Ukrainian prime minister wrote. 

All this was a set of hostilities that were to begin on the night of February 24-25. 

 

3.5 THE BLOWS OF RUSSIA from 5 o'clock on February 24, 2022 

Airports and runways were hit in the first place, so it was impossible to land transport planes with weapons 

from the United States and other countries, command posts, air defense systems, radar stations, anti-aircraft 

missile divisions, military depots for fuel and lubricants were excluded. , military warehouses for ammunition, 

military warehouses for military equipment, warehouses for airplanes, helicopters, drones, etc. 

The People's Militia of the People's Liberation Army, with the support of Russian artillery and high-precision 

weapons, launched an offensive against the Vostok group. 

It is worth noting that Russian President Vladimir Putin at a meeting with members of the Security Council said 

that the special military operation in Ukraine, which began on February 24, is proceeding strictly on schedule. 

On 01.08.2021 alone, the OSCE identified 425 violations of the ceasefire regime in the Donbass in one day. In 

the Donetsk region 408 violations were registered, including 32 explosions,. These events took place east of 

the dividing line, on the territory. In the Luhansk region 17 violations were found after which 7 explosions .. 

OSCE SMM The OSCE Special Monitoring Mission to Ukraine. 

It registered a total of 893 ceasefire violations in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions, which included 149 

explosions, the overflight of 2 munitions, 13 flares, and 728 automatic detours. 

Russian anti-personnel mines used in Donbass, banned by international conventions, restrictions on freedom 

of movement. On February 18, 2022, the leaders of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People's Republic and the 

Luhansk People's Republic announced the evacuation of the population in Russia. This is based on information 

that the Armed Forces of Ukraine will receive an order to launch an offensive in the region. 

The aim is to invade the Ukrainian troops in the territories of Donetsk and Luhansk People's Republics. 

There is an agreement with the Russian authorities in the Rostov region to evacuate the population, where 

conditions have been prepared for the evacuation of 700,000 citizens of Donetsk and Luhansk regions. 
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During this time, Ukraine claims that it wants to solve the problems through diplomacy and peace ... which is 

another lie. 

On February 19, 2022, the Russian side accused Ukraine and its forces of mass graves in Donbass. 

Putin talks about genocide in Donbass, Russian authorities publish a report on "mass graves of civilians." Five 

localities are listed and are located in part of Donbass. 

There is genocide against Russian citizens in Ukraine, killing and injuring thousands of civilians and Russian-

speaking groups, and there is talk of deliberate destruction of Donbass residents. There are data on at least 

295 civilians whose bodies have been exhumed. The bodies were subjected to mass shelling in 2013. 

All these people were killed in the first months of the conflict in Donbass "in the summer and autumn" of 

2014. 

130 places of mass and accidental burials of victims of the Ukrainian aggression have been found. 

THE PLAN was for NATO to deploy its troops as a result of a request to the UN Security Council for 

peacekeeping forces after an attack by Ukrainian troops on 25.02.2022. March 2022 with a complete invasion 

of Ukrainian troops and the complete extermination of the population of Donetsk and Lugansk 

The plan started on February 17, 2022 and opened fire on the line of contact in Donbass against civilian and 

industrial sites. 

It is no accident known about the transfer of 150 -200 thousand Ukrainian soldiers on the border with Donetsk 

and Lugansk regions. 

On February 17, 2022, President Zelensky announced that he would not fulfill the Minsk agreements and 

would not go to talks with Donetsk and Luhansk. 

Zelensky proved that Ukraine does not intend to implement the UN Security Council Resolution on Donbass for 

the implementation of the Minsk agreements. 

On February 17, 2022, Russia, through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, handed over its written response to the 

United States regarding Russia's requests to change the national security system in Europe. The US agreement 

was not expected, as NATO cannot be relied on to implement its international treaties and agreements, and 

Russia must be prepared at all times for the United States and NATO to violate all international treaties and 

international law. Russia's main request on December 17, 2021, was for Ukraine not to join NATO, and for 

NATO to return to its borders in 1997. 

  Russia also insisted on international law that security guarantees must be the same and acceptable to all, and 

that everyone should comply with the agreements. 

 

4. THE BEGINNING OF THE PROCESS 

17 December 2021 and even earlier 2010-2014 

The whole process began on December 17, 2021. Russia presented on December 17, 2021 through its Foreign 

Ministry two draft agreements - "on security guarantees between Russia and the United States and" on 

security measures between Russia and NATO " 

The world has never faced such a challenge and Russia's direct demands to NATO and the United States. This is 

a revolution at the level of the whole world - the planet. A real demand for redistribution of the seats of 

individual countries, the United States, Russia and China in a multipolar world. In reality, the United States was 

expected to respond that Russia's proposals were unacceptable, to discuss them, and to offer a version. 

Usually the behavior of the United States in such situations is to delay, to organize meetings, negotiations, 

dialogues. 

In Geneva and Brussels between January 10-14, 2022, Russia requested a written response from NATO and the 

United States. The opportunity for the United States to answer with a "yes" or "no" answer. In reality, such a 

document has not existed for 60-70 years. The United States has begun to delay the response, as is their actual 

behavior, in order to gain time. 

In fact, Russia has never talked to the United States and NATO in this way. 

In reality, Russia has demanded an answer in such a way that the United States is committed to a correct 

answer and behavior, and not as it is accustomed to signing treaties and agreements and then violating them 

and withdrawing. This is really a game with international law from the United States. 
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As early as April 2014, Putin claimed this incorrect behavior of the United States, of endless "lies" about 

insidious behavior. 

 

4.1 THE FRAUD - THE 1990 LIE of NATO that it will not expand to the East. 

This mentions the behavior of the United States and NATO in 1990. WHEN THEY promised the UN that then 

through Gorbachev they would not expand to the East. 

On that date, US Secretary of State James Baker assured Russian President Mikhail Gorbachev during talks on 

the reunification of the two German two countries, Germany and Germany, that NATO would not advance 

"one inch east" to grants of Russia and will not settle in the countries of Eastern Europe and will not accept 

these countries into NATO. 

At the fall of the Berlin Wall, unification was envisaged with the neutralization of the FRG and the GDR. 

President Mikhail Gorbachev agrees to the unification of the two Germanys only on the condition that NATO 

does not expand to the East. 

German Chancellor Helmut Kohl himself, Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher, and even French President 

Frasno Mitterrand agree with Gorbachev. 

Even US President George W. Bush and his Secretary of State Baker have made statements in this regard. 

When the United States and Europe organize the disintegration of the USSR through the Soros NGO and other 

systems, revolutions, regime change, etc., all the more so because in the Treaty of Lisbon NATO ensures the 

defense of the European Union regardless of whether EU members are NATO members. 

1993 The European Union announces that Eastern European countries can join the EU, which in effect means 

NATO. 

1997 at the NATO summit in Madrid, NATO invited Eastern European countries to join. As it became the GDR - 

1990, the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland - 1999, Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Slovakia 

and Slovenia - 2004. , Albania and Croatia - 2009, Montenegro - 2017, Northern Macedonia - 2020. Then NATO 

began accession talks with Georgia and Ukraine. Really what NATO has achieved - NATO missiles to be 4-5 

minutes from Moscow, St. Petersburg and cities in Russia. This is a gross violation of the UN Charter. 

 

4.2 What does the proposal of RUSSIA on December 17, 2021 

Art. 2 - The Parties shall ensure that all international organizations, military alliances and coalitions in which at 

least one of the Parties participates adhere to the principles contained in the UN Charter. 

Art. 4 former member states of the USSR cannot join NATO. This meant Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, 

Georgia and Ukraine. 

Art. 7 Prohibition of the deployment of nuclear weapons outside its borders. 

This marks the withdrawal of NATO atomic bombs from Italy and Germany. 

Everything suggests that Russia's national security interests must always be taken into account. 

 

4.3 Actions of the USA and NATO 

2019 The United States withdraws from the Treaty on the Reduction of Medium-Range and Short-Range 

Missiles. 

Under President Bush Jr., the United States also withdrew from the 1972 Missile Defense Treaty. 

WHAT ARE NATO'S ACTIONS? 

The United States has ground-based analogues of the Tomahawk Mk-41 cruise missile launchers in Romania 

and Poland. 2019 The United States returns its missiles to Europe, deploys multi-domain operational groups in 

Germany, and activates the capabilities of Pershing 2 medium-range ballistic missiles with nuclear warheads. 

The goal of the United States and NATO for the accession of Ukraine and Georgia is a total war against Russia, 

destabilization, regime change, change of leadership, complete obedience. 

It is no coincidence that Bill 758 is being submitted to Congress in the United States, which gives the green 

light "to prevent Russia's aggression against Ukraine, Georgia, Moldova, etc." 

This resolution identifies Russia as an aggressor with all the ensuing opportunities for US and NATO action. 
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Therefore, on December 17, 2021, RUSSIA asked the United States to stop any expansion in the East, to grant 

NATO membership to Ukraine, Georgia, to withdraw the percussion weapons that are stationed in Eastern 

Europe - Poland, Romania. 

Therefore, on December 17, 2021, RUSSIA asked the United States to stop any expansion in the East, to grant 

NATO membership to Ukraine, Georgia, to withdraw the percussion weapons that are stationed in Eastern 

Europe - Poland, Romania. 

RUSSIA STATED THAT Russia's NATIONAL SECURITY IS THREATENED WITH ALL US AND NATO ACTIONS. 

 

4.4 THE PURPOSE OF TRIMORIE is to provide a SANITARY BORDER between Russia and Germany, as an 

alliance between Russia and Germany will mean the bankruptcy of Britain and the United States. 

The Trimory is a sanitary cordon that draws both the danger and the threat to Russia as it approaches the 

border of the NATO and US attack on Russia in the event of a military disaster. 

 

4.5 On February 17, 2022, Ukrainian forces have already relocated 250,000 troops on the borders with 

Luhansk and Donetsk. On February 17, 2022, Nazi Ukrainian units began shelling Donetsk and Luhansk. On 

February 18 and 19, 2022, the leaders of Donetsk and Luhansk regions announced the evacuation of over 

700,000 civilians from both districts with the agreed Rostov region and the readiness of the Rostov region to 

provide and provide housing, lodges, and everything needed for 700,000 citizens. both areas, mostly women, 

children and adults. 

Simultaneously, on February 18 and 19, 2022, a full mobilization of the population in Donetsk and Luhansk was 

announced. 

On February 18, 2022, the Ukrainian government ordered a full-scale operation against Donetsk and Luhansk, 

probably on March 8, but withdrawn on February 24-25, 2022. 

On February 21, 2022, President Putin signed decrees recognizing the independence and legal personality of 

the Luhansk People's Republic and the Donetsk People's Republic, and the related treaties of friendship and 

cooperation in the military. 

      

PUTIN utters the corresponding speech 

 

4.6 THE EVENTS of February 23 and then February 24, 2022. THE BEGINNING OF RUSSIA'S MILITARY 

OPERATION IN UKRAINE. 

On Wednesday evening, February 23, the Ukrainian army of 250,000 sushi is preparing for an attack on the 

night of 24 against 25 to enter the Donetsk and Luhansk regions and to cleanse the population completely. 

So hours later, on the morning of February 24, Putin ordered the Russian army to enter to protect the peoples 

of the two republics, after parliament and he signed a decree respecting the two people's republics as states 

and signed relevant agreements on military cooperation and Protection. 

The Ukrainian KGB has made records of falsifying information, lying about killing civilians and destroying 

buildings. This is the system when in Syria lied to chemical attacks, 

   

4.7 STATEMENT BY PRESIDENT PUTIN 

     Vladimir Putin:…… 

4.8 On 22 February 2002 alone, the OSCE reported 2158 new violations in the Donetsk region and another 

1,073 in neighboring Luhansk. 

The Ukrainian troops have made a complete and detailed plan with a complete and accurate schedule of long-

range artillery strikes, air strikes, strikes from the operational and tactical groups "North", "South" and "East". 

The East Task Force was to cut off Donetsk and Luhansk districts and reach the border in just three days. 

Task Force North was to operate in the Luhansk region. and to onteskt Luhansk People's Republic from the 

border with Russia. 

The South 4 Task Force was to act together with the Azovs and Adarovs. 

The goal was to carry out a full human cleansing of Donetsk and Luhansk in two days, to surround the cities, to 

cut off access to the border with Russia, 
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This whole plan was planned and developed with NATO and the United States, and the plan was as follows: 

   1. First phase - Clearing of Lugansk and Donetsk and cutting off both areas and their border with Russia. 

   2. Invocation of NATO peacekeeping forces through the UN Security Council and deployment of NATO forces. 

clarification - even before that NATO bases were built and built in several places with the appropriate weapons 

and ammunition, logistics and everything necessary. The goal is to start a third nuclear war with Russia and to 

attack Russia with nuclear weapons. NATO has prepared with appropriate units in the following countries - 

Poland - 5,000 troops aimed at blocking the Kaliningrad region to cut off from this area missile cover in areas 

with a diameter of 1000 kilometers, Brigade Stryker of 1,000 troops stationed in Romania, which should blocks 

Transnistria so that NATO peacekeepers can cut off the road south to Odessa. 

      3. Then to strike at Russia using both biological and chemical weapons, sequencing the DNA of the Slavic 

people and especially the Russian population in the 30 biological laboratories, and preparing the use of bats 

and other migratory birds to disperse biological weapons and chemical weapons. 

    Strikes should be applied from all sides. 

     Huge quantities of American weapons and ammunition are stored at NATO military bases. 

      4. NUCLEAR War against Russia throughout its territory, especially major cities and districts. 

 

This plan should and had been withdrawn instead of March 8, 2022, and was to take place on the night of 

February 24-25, 2022. 

 

5. PUTIN OVERCOMES US AND NATO BY ONE DAY 

PUTIN OVERWHELMED NATO, USA and the Deep Mafia by one day and ordered a special military operation in 

the morning at 6 am on February 24, 2022. 

The Russian troops acted together with the military formations of the Luhansk People's Republic and the 

Donetsk People's Republic. 

THE PURPOSE but the specialized military operation was: 

     1 . Demilitarization of Ukraine. Destruction of all military facilities, weapons depots, military sites, military 

equipment, air defense, coordination and management centers. 

The result - on the 10th day over 40% of Ukrainian territory was conquered by Russian waxes, and 75% of the 

military armament of the Ukrainian army was destroyed. 

On the 13th and 14th days, Kiev, Kharkiv, Kramatorsk and other cities were besieged by Nazi groups in 

Donbass and Luhansk. 

THE TASKS of the specialized military operation - attacking only military sites, military warehouses, military 

equipment, air defense, coordination centers, combat sites, 

 Simultaneous attack from everything 

Ki countries - from the East to the North and from the south. 

 

6. SPECIAL MILITARY OPERATION - VECTOR DISTRICT TRAP MILITARY ACTIONS 

THE SPECIAL MILITARY OPERATION was carried out on the principle of VECTOR DISTRICT TRAP MILITARY 

ACTION. 

The vectors were on the line from the East and the South at the same time and creating a trap for the Nazi 

groups in Ukraine around the borders of Luhansk and Donbas regions and trapping them. This is because the 

tasks are: 

- Care of the population, Strelbasamo only on military sites, on military targets, on military equipment, military 

equipment and military warehouses. 

This special operation has nothing to do with the First, Second World Wars, the wars in Chechnya, Syria, and 

the wars in Vietnam, Korea, Afghanistan. 

   Page 14 

- Tactical attack against Ukrainian forces in Donbas and Luhansk regions 

- By vectors to bypass and trap the cities and districts and territories where the Nazis of the Ukrainian troops 

are, 
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- Vector and district fencing of all districts in the Donbass in the south - Mariopul Kyiv, and other districts 

- The vectors of attack are along the lines South - along the coast, both the Sea of Azov and the Black Sea, the 

vector on the east - vector penetration into the depths of the Donbass and Lugansk, 

- Vector attack on the line north - different vectors in different areas and encirclement of these areas and 

trapping Ukrainian and Nazi forces. 

- Point Fast clearing of the Ukrainian sky 

- Point Quick clearing and destruction of air defense 

- Point Rapid clearance of the Ukrainian Air Force - 

- Clearing the Ukrainian sky in order to prevent the flight and retaliation of the Nazis by air. 

- Air support for the movement of forces along the vector lines. 

- Blocking and closing the main Nazi centers of the Nazi troops in the cities of Chernihiv, Kharkov, Odessa, 

Nikolaev, Mariupol, Kyiv. After blocking the environment and trapping - a proposal to surrender. If you do not 

surrender the use of special forces 

- Destruction of artillery installations located throughout Ukraine - 

- Blocking the military forces along the relevant vector lines and areas and traps 

- Liberation and conquest of the Black Sea coast in order to limit the possibility of supplying weapons to NATO 

and other countries across the Black Sea coast. - 

- After closing the traps - moved to the forces again in vectors to the Kyiv region and other centers. 

NATO and Ukraine did not expect such a simultaneous vector-trapped regional specialized military operation 

with strictly humane goals and ways of conquering regions, territories. 

      

THIS IS A NEW KIND OF MILITARY ACTION. moreover, these new military actions are based on the new 

achievements and developments of Russia in supersonic missile systems, namely: 

- High caliber weapon 

"Low-end drones." 

- Air defense systems C400, C500 C550 

- Improving e-war systems 

- Laser, hypersonic and other weapons 

- Anti-satellite weapons. 

- 

There is no large-scale destruction of civilian infrastructure and civilians as in Libya 

There are no large-scale destruction of civilians, settlements as it was in Iraq and Yugoslavia 

There are no large-scale bombings of settlements, cities in Iraq and Yugoslavia 

There is no use of chemical and biological weapons like the United States in Vietnam 

There is no scale. 

   

  On the evening of February 23, 2022, 150,000 soldiers of the Ukrainian Army 

   

7. THE SANCTIONAL ECONOMIC WAR OF EUROPE The United States, NATO, Britain, Canada, and 

other countries include the following elements 

ELEMENTS OF THE SANCTIONAL ECONOMIC WAR 

 

   1. IMPOSING continuously on the stages of SANCTIONS of the Spiral Centrifuge system in all areas of life in 

Russia, economy, production, export of oil, gas, coal, mineral fertilizers, metals, palladium, nickel, aluminum 

and others, import, embargo on raw materials, export of goods, import of goods and services 

   2. Search for reasons for NATO intervention 

   3. Conducting total information cyber warfare, spreading lies, 

   4. Creating and organizing a system of provocations, occasions, 

   5. Supply of weapons to Ukraine from all sanctioning countries, especially the United States, Canada, Britain, 

Germany, France, Italy and all EU countries. 
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   6. Admission of anti-Russian propaganda by President Zelensky to all states, parliaments. 

   7. Creating a system of pressure on Russia from all sides and on any occasion 

   8. Pressure against third countries not to be neutral and not to support Russia = 

   9. Threats of sanctions against third countries should not be neutral 

  10. Prohibition of Russian culture, books, music, concerts, films, screenings, dismissal of Russian cultural 

artists, persecution of Russian cultural artists appearing in the West, USA, UK - 

  11. Organization of hysteria in every respect - information, 

  12. Organization and total anti-Russian propaganda with fake news in over 160 media outlets around the 

world in all languages. 

  13. Organization of provocations with torture, murders - the killed appear 4 days after leaving the Russian 

troops, forgery, 

  14. Organizing and filming provocations with extras, artists and others, 

  15. System of staging the dead, killed on Snake Island - surrendered, repression, rape, provocations 

  16. Leaving Western companies from Russia - all kinds of products 

  17. Pressure on Western companies to leave Russia 

  18. Pressure on Western investors 

  19. Pressure on oligarchs through the confiscation of their companies, real estate, yachts, to organize 

pressure to overthrow Putin. 

  20. Conducting an information war to instill a negative opinion in the Russians against Putin. 

  21. Threats against Putin for murder, for trial, for criminal trial, calling him by epithets 

  22. Sanctions against Putin's relatives, threats against them. 

 

THE SANCTIONAL ECONOMIC WAR led by the United States, the European Commission, Great Britain, Canada, 

and Australia is targeting the following industries: 

Trade, Finance, Investment, Consumption, Raw Materials, Production, Politics, Transport, Supplies, Tourism, 

Culture,, Sport, Life, Propaganda, Media, 

 

  Aim for failure, problems, deficit, 

 

SEPARATE US EC, UK CANADA, looking for: 

- Reasons 

- Provocations 

- Simulation of 

- Falsification 

- Deception 

- Staging 

 

AT THE SAME TIME TOTAL INFORMATION CYBER WAR 

- Lack of objective information 

- Attenuation of objective information 

- Total propaganda using false information 

- Total falsification of data and facts 

- Scenarios with Total Lies 

- Screenplays and films of stage workers - film productions of fake events 

- Total propaganda with over 160 media outlets worldwide 

- Total staging, fake, filming with extras, artists, 

- Total propaganda for false repression 

- Total propaganda for provocations - mostly from the Ukrainian troops 

- TOTAL CONTROL OF THE MEDIA - TELEVISION, INTERNET, NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, 

- Fake photos - mostly from Syria, not from Ukraine and other regions and regions 
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SYSTEM OF PROVOCATIONS 

"Through a third party." 

- Use of reins - sending drones 

- Strikes against apartment blocks, buildings, schools, kindergartens and then attributed to the Russian military 

- Strikes against administrative buildings, hospitals, maternity hospitals and then attributed to the Russian 

military 

- The use of chemical and biological weapons is also expected and then attributed to the Russian military 

- Sending drones - for example to Croatia and then attributing to the Russian military 

- Killing civilians and then attributing them to Russian troops 

- Attributing to Russian troops that they used vacuum bombs 

- Attributing to the Russian troops that 

Staging, fake reports, movies, statements, 

Fascist photos 

 

SYSTEM OF TOTAL HYSTERIA AND FALSIFICATION OF FACTS 

   

THE SANCTIONS imposed by the United States, the European Union, and the United Kingdom use the SPIRAL 

CENTRIFUGE scheme, imposing even greater sanctions on all occasions in all areas, regardless of how they and 

their countries will be affected. 

With this SPIRAL CENTRIFUGE, sanctions are constantly increasing in all areas and branches, even in culture, 

sports, education. 

 

PRESSURE ON THIRD COUNTRIES NOT TO BE NEUTRAL AND NOT TO SUPPORT RUSSIA. 

 

THREATS WITH SANCTIONS TO THIRD COUNTRIES NOT TO BE NEUTRAL, NOT TO SUPPORT RUSSIA 

 

AT THE SAME TIME - IMPLEMENTATION OF 

- Pressure from third parties 

- Direct pressure 

- Indirect pressure 

- Sanctions from third countries 

- 

PROPAGANDA DIRECTLY FROM PRESIDENT ZELENSKI constantly calls for all kinds of sanctions, and this is the 

whole world, especially NATO, USA, Great Britain, Italy, Germany, the Netherlands, Poland, Bulgaria, Romania, 

Slovenia, Spain, Italy and other countries to supply Ukraine with military equipment. weapons, ammunition, 

drones, air defense, weapons. 

- 

OBJECTIVES OF SANCTIONS 

- They aim to disrupt the current energy supplies from Russia to other countries 

- Limiting economic growth 

- Bankruptcy of enterprises of the Russian Federation 

- Bankruptcy of banks owned by Russia and Russian oligarchs 

- Blocking Russia's $ 680 billion reserve 

- Blocking Russia's gold reserves and blocking all payment options. 

- Blocking the reserves of the Russian Central Bank in order to make it bankrupt in case of non-payment of 

debts and obligations on bonds 

- Blocking the assets of Russian billionaires around the world 

- Search for an opportunity to confiscate assets of Russian companies, both public and private companies 

- Confiscation of property, yachts, planes, all kinds of assets, for example, and property of football clubs 

- Setting the oligarchs against Putin 

- Imposition of restrictions and bans on exports to Russian and Belarusian companies 
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- Challenging a lower standard 

- Rising inflation 

- Raising the interest rate 

- Decrease in purchasing power 

- Reduction of investments 

- Reduction of production capacity 

- Reducing the growth of the economy 

- Low standard of living. 

- Sanctions reach absurdity - ban on Russian authors such as Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, ban on Russian composers - 

Shostakovich, Tchaikovsky, ban and dismissal of Russian opera singers, conductors who do not support 

Ukraine, ban on Russian ballet dancers 

- Prohibition on import of fuels oil, gas, mineral resources and others 

 

THE REACTION OF PUTIN AND RUSSIA 

Decree obliging buyers of gas and oil to pay in rubles not in euros or US dollars. The scheme is simple, buyers 

have to pay in rolls, ie. to buy rubles from the central bank of Russia, which will determine the appropriate 

rate. 

Buying Russian rubles in euros or dollars or other currency will lead to an increase in Russia's reserves in other 

currencies. 

The second major solution would be to get buyers of gas and oil if they do not want to buy rubles to pay in 

gold. 

Russia's central bank will put the ruble at the gold standard. The bank has transferred 1 gram of gold to 5,000 

rubles. Now this means that one troy ounce of gold or 32 grams of gold would now cost 160,000 rubles in 

Russia. At the current exchange rate, 32 grams of gold would cost roughly $ 1,600 in Russia. 

In the United States, the same amount of gold costs $ 1,928. This will mean that Russia has increased the value 

of its currency against the dollar by turning it into gold. 

Once 1 gram of gold is pegged to 5,000 rubles, it will mean that the ruble dollar is 70-75 rubles for one dollar 

  

The EU buys oil and gas from Russia worth $ 660 million a day. 

Putin's decision to replace the dollar with the ruble means that the European Union will pay for gas and oil in 

rubles. 

The Decree № 95 signed on 05.03.2022 for temporary fulfillment of the obligations to some foreign creditors. 

If you have a loan in a western bank / company from a country that has imposed sanctions, when paying a 

month more on the equivalent of 10 million rubles - or 86500 euros, you do not need to repay it in foreign 

currency. You turn to a narrow bank and ask it to open a correspondent bank account in rubles, in the name of 

the lender. In this case, the consent of the creditor is not required. You transfer rubles to this account and it is 

actually considered that you have repaid your loan. 

Thus, about $ 460 billion disappears from the balance sheets of Western banks, leading to a domino effect of 

bankruptcies and collapses. There is really nothing that can be done with these rubles. 

This is a nuclear financial bomb. 

   

This means that if we accept 1 dollar per 100 rubles, this means that the European Union must have at its 

disposal and save 66 billion rubles a day for oil and gas. 

In this way, the European Union will be forced to buy rubles for dollars or euros from the Russian Central Bank. 

Russia and Putin if a new decision is made - the Central Bank of Russia to sell rubles for gold - this will cause 

HUGE LOSSES to the countries of the WEST, USA, UK. 

In this case, the European Union must save 11 tonnes a day to buy 66 billion rubles a day to pay for oil and gas 

and coal imported from Russia. 

 If PUTIN makes that decision, it will bankrupt the EU and every country, or it will 

accumulate assets huge assets in gold and will withdraw gold from debtors. 
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The economic war against Russia has become a perfect weapon for Russia to bankrupt states, to cut off the 

entire system of the deep mafia. 

 

THE KILLING FINANCIAL WEAPON - THE RUSSIAN CENTRAL BANK TO SELL RUBLES FOR GOLD, BECAUSE IT HAS 

A GOLD COATING 

This will lead to the impoverishment of the West and the United States on gold reserves. 

 

The consumption and supply of gas from Russia to each of the countries in Europe is as follows: 

                              Consumption                      Imports from Russia 

                                Billions of cubic meters      billions of cubic meters 

Netherlands                 48.1                           36.6 

Germany 86.5 41.6 

Italy 67.7 20.9 

Belarus 18.4 17.9 

Turkey 46.4 16.4 

France 40.7 14 

Austria 10.6 8.5 

Poland 21.6 9.7 

Great Britain 72.5 8.9 

Hungary 10.2 8.6 

Slovakia 7.6 5.0 

Czech Republic 8.5 4.0 

Greece 5.7 3.1 

Bulgaria 2.9 2.3 

Croatia 2.9 1.6 

Denmark 2.3 1.8 

Finland 2.0 1.6 

Latvia 1.6 1.1 

Belgium 17.0 1.3 

Romania 11.3 1.0 

Lithuania 2.4 0.9 

Spain 32.4 0.8 

Switzerland 3.2 0.4 

Slovenia 0.9 0.4 

Estonia 0.4 0.3 

Northern Macedonia 0.3 0.3 

Ukraine 29.3 0 

Portugal 6.0 0 

Ireland 5.3 0 

Norway 4.4 0 

 

The European Union imposes sanctions on over 60 leading Russian companies - Sukhoi, Tupolev, Voenno 

Progress, Kalashnikov, Almaz-Ntey, Urolvstolzavod, Russian Railways, Kamaz, Sovcomflot, Sevmek 

Symmetrical reaction - nationalization of Western assets in Russia. 

Against politicians, 

Against the extraction of oil, gas, ores, coal 

Futures are up 60% in the Netherlands and 402% in Germany 

Increase in the spot market by 6-9% of gas prices 

Increase in prices of corn, soybeans and other crops by 10.12-16% 

The United States is the largest producer of shale gas, the cost of production is high. As gas prices rise, US 

shale gas prices in Europe are becoming more competitive 
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The aim is to bankrupt EUROPE, 

EUROPE imports 46% of coal, 42% of gas, 25% of oil imports from Russia. 

The United States is seeking help from Qatar to replace gas supplies with liquefied natural gas to EUROPE. 

QATAR refuses, as 97% of its liquefied gas production is long-term. 

At the same time, the United States imports 46% more OIL than RUSSIA currently in February and March 2022. 

The sanctions will lead to a decline in basic production throughout the West and the United States. The decline 

will be followed by fertilizers, which will lead to a decline in agricultural production will lead to famine. 

The United States is lifting sanctions on imports of Russian mineral fertilizers, as it will starve the United States. 

The United States equates Russian fertilizers with basic necessities in order to prevent blacklisting and the 

corresponding collapse of agricultural production, leading to hunger and demand and the need and demand 

for food that will be missing from the market. 

The US Treasury Department has issued a new general license on March 24 that effectively removes possible 

sanctions on Russian mineral fertilizers. 

As a result, births are rising 

 

COOPERATION BETWEEN RUSSIA, CHINA, IRAN, Saudi Arabia 

Saudi Arabia starts selling its oil for yuan 

Saudi Arabia and China have signed a $ 10 billion deal to build a Russian refinery to work with Russian oil in 

China. 

Risa and China are finalizing the interbank payment system that bypasses SuiFG. 

Russia banned exports of wheat, grain, fertilizers until August 2022, and Russia is its largest exporter - wheat 

37 million tons per year. 

Venezuela and Maduro have played on the US experience in oil supplies, in exchange for easing sanctions on 

Venezuela, as Venezuelan Petrov is as heavy as Russian and the United States imports 7-8% of Russian oil. 

For the week of March 28, 2022 to April 3, 2022, the United States imported 43% more oil or 100,000 barrels 

per day more than Russia. 

      

THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM OF THE DEEP MAFIA RESTS ON THE THREE PILLARS: 

World Financial System - International Monetary Fund, World Bank, Federal Reserve as Head and SWIFT 

Military industrial complex 

Petrodollars and oil and drug dollars as coverage of the dollar. 

Everything is collapsing right now. 

RUSSIA, CHINA and IRAN are a triangle of equal mutually beneficial partnership. 

Gas supply from Russia to the following countries in Europe - Finland, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Poland, 

Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Germany, Netherlands, Belgium, France, Italy, Greece, 

Lovakia, UK, Spain, Portugal. the big ones are for germany, italy 

Germany's economy depends on gas supplies from Russia. Germany has increased its gas consumption to 73 

billion in 2014 to 86 billion in 2020 

2013 Germany imports only 97 billion cubic meters, 2020 imports 155.5 billion cubic meters. 

Germany needs 535 terawatts of electricity. 

However, it generates only 484 terawatts 

It makes the difference through imports. 

Germany has no liquefied gas terminals. 

Spain, France and the United Kingdom have 29 liquefied gas terminals in the EU, 

In Europe 2020, Russia supplies 200 billion, 

The United States supplies 76 billion cubic meters to Europe 

Russia does not need diplomatic relations with the WEST. 

 

Russia with retaliation against Britain - ban on flights of British aircraft owned by British legal entities and 

individuals, 

Britain has suspended flights of Russian companies The ban also applies to transit flights. 
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Britain has imposed sanctions against Russian oligarchs, suspended access to trade in the country, real estate. 

Great Britain, USA, EC excluded Russia from SWIFT - the main world network for international payments of the 

deep mafia, ie. it was the "atomic bomb" of financial sanctions. SWIFT is the main secure messaging system 

that banks use to make fast and secure cross-border payments. Currently, the network system is used by 

11,000 financial institutions. It is a system of global finance of the deep mafia. 

SWIVFT is the main mechanism for financing international trade. Replacing transactions through other systems 

will make it more expensive and increase costs and create delays. This will be a shock to Russian companies, 

especially buyers of oil and natural resources, 

Russia will direct payments through countries that have not imposed sanctions, such as China, which has set 

up its own payment system, China's payment system, and its own system, which Russia has built since the 

2014 sanctions. to her .. 

The ban on SWIFT will accelerate Russia's use of alternative payment systems Chinese SIRSL system 

This will harm the US dollar 

Russia has set up its own SRFS payment system following the 2014 sanctions. There are over 400 pickers in this 

system, 

Excluding from SWIFT will cause harm to all parties - and the parties to it. 

Russia is a huge buyer of goods from the Netherlands and Germany, Russia is a major supplier of crude oil, 

natural gas and solid fossil fuels, metals, coal, mineral fertilizers, palladium, nickel, aluminum, neon and other 

raw materials for industry. 

European countries will find it difficult to find alternative suppliers. 

Russia has a 17% debt to GDP ratio. 

Russia has more than $ 650 billion in foreign exchange reserves, which have been blocked by the United 

States, Britain, Canada and the European Union, a third of which is in gold. 

       

 The goal is to attack a NATO member. 

Germany sends arms to Ukraine. Germany allows the Netherlands to send weapons to Ukraine. The purpose is 

to attack a member of NATO. 

An occasion arises. Another false NATO action. 

Hungary supports Russia's exclusion from SWIFT. 

 

8. SANCTIONS LEAD TO REDUCTION OF RUSSIAN MANUFACTURING AND REPLACEMENT OF 

AMERICAN AND WESTERN BRANDS OWN – RUSSIAN 

A NEW TYPE OF LOAN WITH IMPROVED CONDITIONS IMPORTANT REPLACEMENTS is offered in different 

regions of Russia ”. Companies can receive up to 200 million rubles at an interest rate of 0.1% per annum. And 

all this against a promising project to replace brands and products of Western Europe, Great Britain, the 

United States and other countries supporting sanctions and imposing sanctions. 

Import substitution centers are being opened in different parts of RUSSIA, and new suppliers of equipment 

and raw materials are being found. 

A process of replacing imported goods with Russian ones, even of better quality, has begun. 

For businesses in RUSSIA there is a unique opportunity to IMMEDIATELY occupy the niche which is free from 

the lack of imported Western goods. 

For RUSSIA's business there is an opportunity to quickly introduce new technologies, without any relevant 

competition from foreign countries. 

Substitution is particularly effective in industry. 

New opportunities for manufacturers of millions of rechargeable batteries, replacing raw materials with those 

from Russian companies. 

Accordingly, equipment will be sought for the production of elements and goods, devices to replace the 

production of imported raw materials. 

Old productions are being resumed, and efforts are being made to improve technology in order to replace one 

hundred percent of imported materials from the West. 
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Machine-building enterprises began to produce modern innovative equipment for the mining industry. 

Tire factories completely replace imports for tires for tractors, trucks. 

Until recently, pipes from the United States and China were used in the oil and gas industry, but they are now 

being produced in Russia. 

In the IT sector, companies develop and manufacture their own computer equipment, servers and storage 

systems for all sectors of the economy. 

And its own Russian production. 

Production of own mobile phones, iPhones, iPads, and others begins. 

Production of own but not generic drugs begins. 

Factories are launching a new antiviral drug based on the molecule of molnupiravir, 

 

RUSSIAN COMPANIES REGISTER CLOSE TO BRANDS OF WESTERN COMPANIES AS THEIR TRADEMARKS 

For example, instead of IKEA - IDEA. 

     

According to PUTIN, Ukraine has never had "statehood" 

Even after the outbreak of the First World War in 1914. on the eve of the Russian revolutions of 1917 there are 

accumulations and demands for the creation of an already independent and sovereign Ukrainian state. 

After 1917 February Revolution Ukrainians create the Central Rada All currents - moderate Ukrainian Liberals, 

Social Democrats, Socialist Revolutionary Party - Socialist-Revolutionaries. In January 1918, the Central Rada 

proclaimed the Ukrainian People's Republic a so-called state. A little later, on February 9, 1918. in Brest - 

Ukraine is recognized as independent. Then the central council was overthrown by the Germans while they 

were preparing a Ukrainian constitution. 

In December 1918 the Directory rebuilt the previous UPR. 

In the meantime, another Ukrainian state appears in Austrian Galicia, again without being invented by Lenin. 

On November 1, 1918 the Western Ukrainian People's Republic was formed, on January 22, 1919 the act of 

unification was in Kyiv. On February 5, 1919 the Bolsheviks conquered Kyiv and a new Ukrainian government 

was created. 

During the period 1917-1921, 30 million Ukrainians failed to achieve state independence, unlike Finland, 

Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. 

    

Since 2005 there has been a genocide of the Russian people, and from 2005 to 2015 there has been a decrease 

in the Russian-speaking Russian population from 48% to 33%. 

 

OBJECTIVES FOR SANCTIONS: 

Sanctions against Russia's oligarchs. The goal is for them to quarrel with President PUTIN, with the United 

States, the EU and Britain hoping to create a conflict between Putin and the oligarchs, and accordingly to 

overthrow him. 

From Art 

- THE OBJECTIVES ARE: 

- Russian citizens - by reducing consumption, purchasing power, investment will reduce the standard, t will 

create inflation, discontent, falling wages, rising cost of living, rising interest rates on bank loans, loans, lack of 

access to credit financial resources, famine, reduction of goods that Russia imports from Germany and the 

Netherlands, and other countries, lack of goods, services - this will create public discontent against Putin. 

- 

- The oligarchs are aiming to unite against Putin 

- banks 

- investments 

At the same time, the United States and NATO are supplying $ 1.9 billion in weapons to Ukraine, the latest 

weapons being $ 300 million, including laser-guided missile systems, Kamikaze tactical drones, Puma drones, 

reconnaissance drones, and armored high-powered multi-purpose wheeled vehicles. , Non-standard cartridges 

of small and large caliber, Night vision devices 
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Thermal imaging systems and optics, Tactically protected communications systems, Standard machine guns, 

Devices for operational reception of satellite imagery, Medicines, field equipment, spare parts $ 6 billion since 

the start of Russia's specialized military operation. 

 

9. AT THE SAME TIME WESTERN COUNTRIES, THE UNITED STATES, GREAT BRITAINS DELIVER 

WEAPONS TO UKRAINE 

Belgium supplies Ukraine with combat weapons, firearms 

Canada supplies armor-piercing weapons, firearms, ammunition, combat clothing 

Croats provide Ukraine with firearms and combat clothing 

The Czech Republic supplies Ukraine with artillery shells, firearms, ammunition, 

Estonia supplies Ukraine with armor-piercing weapons, air defense, artillery, firearms, ammunition 

Finland supplies Ukraine with armor-piercing weapons, artillery, artillery shells, firearms, ammunition,, combat 

clothing 

Germany supplies Ukraine with armor-piercing weapons, air defense, armored vehicles, combat clothing 

Greece supplies Ukraine with armor-piercing weapons, firearms, ammunition, 

Ireland is supplying Ukraine with military clothing 

Italy supplies Ukraine with weapons, air defense, artillery, firearms 

Latvia supplies Ukraine with armor-piercing weapons, air defense, and combat clothing 

Lithuania supplies Ukraine with armor-piercing weapons, air defenses, firearms, ammunition and combat 

clothing 

Luxembourg supplies Ukraine with combat weapons, 

The Netherlands supplies Ukraine with armor-piercing weapons, air defense, firearms, ammunition, combat 

clothing 

Norway supplies Ukraine with armor-piercing weapons, combat clothing 

Poland supplies Ukraine with air defense, artillery shells, firearms, ammunition, drones, 

Portugal supplies Ukraine with firearms, ammunition and combat clothing 

Romania supplies Ukraine with ammunition, combat clothing 

Slovakia supplies Ukraine with armor-piercing weapons, air defense, artillery shells, 

Slovenia supplies Ukraine with firearms, ammunition and combat clothing 

Spain supplies Ukraine with firearms, ammunition and combat clothing 

Sweden puts on Ukraine armor-piercing weapons, combat clothing 

Turkey supplies armor-piercing weapons, drones 

Britain supplies Ukraine with armor-piercing weapons, combat clothing 

The United States supplies Ukraine with armor-piercing weapons, air defense, firearms, ammunition, 

helicopters, combat clothing 

This is according to the library of the British Parliament Popular mechanics, Euronews . 

 

10. LEAVING WESTERN COMPANIES FROM RUSSIA 

As of March 3, 2022, there are hundreds of private companies around the world that are isolating Russia and 

dooming a huge mass of people to unemployment. Here are the companies and public organizations that have 

closed their doors to Russia and are being exported: 

Apple Pay - complete blocking Apple - complete exit from the market. For the Russians, the latest iPhone will 

be the one they have bought so far. 

Adidas - withdrawal from the sponsorship of the Russian national football team 

 Audi - coming out of the Russian market 

AMD - ban on delivery of microchips, soon ban on delivery of video cards 

Amazon - complete blocking of all sales for Russia 

Adobe - propaganda will now be painted. 

Ah, stop! Hardly. By hand British Petroleum - sold 20% stake in Rosneft 

BBC - revocation of broadcasting licenses 
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BMW - closes its plants, blocks deliveries 

Recapitulation of the world for March 1, 2022 

Bolt - 5 million euros aid to Ukraine 

Boeing - suspends maintenance and supply of parts to Russia, ban on the use of aircraft 

Chevrolet - leaving the Cannes Festival - a ban on Russian officials 

Cadillac - leaving the Carlsberg market - import restrictions 

Cex Io - crypto-territory bans Russian consumers 

Cinema 4D - the application does not work for Russia 

Coca Cola - exits Danone - exits with its subsidiary 

Disney's Prostokvashino - all movies stop 

Dell - are coming out of the market 

Dropbox - after a few days he stopped working in Russia 

DHL - does not serve Russia 

Eurovision - disqualification 

Ericsson - coming out of the market 

Exxon Mobil - recall all its specialists from the oil companies of the Russian Federation 

Etsy - block all Russian accounts 

Facebook - Russian official media accounts are suspended 

FedEx - a complete ban on deliveries 

Formula 1 - cancellation of the tournament in Sochi 

Ford - close all stores in Russia 

FIFA - disqualification of the national team of the World Cup and ban on all international matches in Russia 

Google Pay - partial blocking 

Google - $ 15 million in humanitarian aid to Ukraine 

Google Maps - blocking information about Russians 

General Motors - stop imports 

HP - stops deliveries to Russia 

Harley Davidson - stop deliveries, including spare parts. 

Putin's "Night Wolves" will have to drive "Izh" 

Instagram - block propaganda 

Intel - ban the supply of microchips 

Jaguar - coming out of the market 

Jooble - close the service for Russia 

KUNA - no crypto transactions for Russian consumers 

Lenovo - coming out of the market 

LinkedIn - are preparing for a complete closure for Russia 

MOK - cancellation of all competitions 

Mastercard - stop issuing cards, have already shut down several banks 

Maersk - stop deliveries to and from Russia. This stops receiving purchases from Ali express and ASOS 

Mercedes - coming out of the market 

Megogo - remove all Russian movies 

Metro - lays off 10,000 workers 

Mitsubishi - dismissed workers from 141 service stations due to termination of work in Russia 

Microsoft Office - a wide range of measures is being discussed 

Mobile World Congress - will not accredit the Russian delegation 

NFT - block the funds of consumers from Russia and Belarus, transfer their funds to Ukraine 

NHL - ban on players from Russia 

Netflix - blocking Russian subscribers, stop production of Russian series 

 

Nike - close all stores 
Nintendo - a ban on purchases in rubles 
Nestle - closes all 6 factories in Russia 
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Paysera - blocking 
PayPal - freeze payment accounts 
Paramount - all movies stop 
Parimatch - terminate the franchise 
Play Station - can not be paid by Russia 
Pornhub - ban from access from Russia 
Porsche - coming out of the market 
Renault - coming out of the market 
Samsung pay - block service in Russia 
Snapchat - closes for consumers from Russia and Belarus, $ 15 million aid to Ukraine 
Scania - coming out of the market 
SpaceX - Starlink started working in Ukraine 
Shell - terminate the contract with Gazprom 
Spotify - a subscription from Russia cannot be paid 
Sony - stop all movies 
Twitter - Russian citizens can not register accounts 
TikTok - a mass ban on aggressive Russians and the official media 
Toyota - leaves the market, lays off 2,600 workers 
UEFA - cancellation of the Champions League final in St. Petersburg, ban on all teams to participate in the 
Champions League and Europa League, $ 1 million aid to Ukraine, termination of the contract with the general 
sponsor "Gazprom" 
UPS - complete ban on deliveries 
Universal pictures - stop all movies 
Viber - $ 9 million aid to Ukraine 
Visa - stop issuing cards at first 
Volvo - coming out of the market 
Yandex - The New York Stock Exchange excludes their shares for sale 
YouTube - blocking hundreds of channels and refusing to monetize them 
Warner Bros. - All movies stop 
Webmoney - ban on transactions 
Wolkswagen - leave the country 
Zoom - terminate the license for software development 
 
 FACEBOOK, TWITTER, LinkedIn, 28 24 
Pythia introduces amnesty for illegal capital. Here's what it does - the actions must be completed before 
January 1, 2022 
Foreign companies can simply stay in Russia, Beloytsov added. 
The company Comersant that the company is cooperating with Pythia or has banned access to its products 
since the beginning of the war. 
 
Extended export of machines or components: Audi, General Motor, Narleu-Davidon, Nonda - closed sales, 
Jaguar Land Rover, Steward, 
 
Bicycle manufacturers - Solnago, Giant, Merrida, Gott, Track 
 
Arrle cpipa sales on products in Pycia 
 
They stopped the production of cars: BMW Group, Ford, Nundai, MAN, Mercedes-Venz, Renault, Volkswagen, 
Volvo Group, Daimler Trusk - the owner said 
Payment issues: Google Rau, Kamung Rau 
Consulting companies: Assenture, MSKinтeu, BCG, 
IT companies - Delivery options:, AMD, Arrle, Autodek, Dell, Erison, Intel, 
Nokia, Vietnam, Taiwan 
Established activities: NomaGame, Orasle Sorr, South Africa 
Fuel and energy complex and industry 
Haпycĸaнe нa pycĸи пpoeĸti: ВР (Вrіtітh Реуроlеum), Еquіnоr, Еххон Мобіl, 
Forum - new investment projects, Hell 
 
Logistics - Hospitals and Logistics Companies receive and receive released on the basis of: DNL, FedEx, UR 
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Mastersard blocks financial institutions over sanctions against Russia. We are taking action to ensure that the 
guarantor is invited to the sanction. Container lines with different transactions: SMA SGM, Narag-Lloud, 
Maeruk, 
Mediterrane Hirring Somranu, Hirso, Yang Ming 
 
Film distribution 
Canceled premiums: Paramount, Hona Risture, The Walt Disney Commons, 
University of Rustur, Wаrnеr Вrот. 
 
First broadcast: BBC udtudioт, Netflіх - cпpя paбoуaуa по pycĸи пpoeĸti, Mеgоgо 
 
Mockava also took the financial "nuclear weapon" out of the apcenal 
 
The system includes more than 20 Belarusian banks, Armenian banks and Kurguz Bank of Asia, as well as 
daughter daughters in the Great Patriotic War. 
 
 
Online Services - Stopped accepting payments and rejecting p oĸypĸa requests: Galaxy Store, Nіntеndо, 
рlауStаіоn Store, ,Тtеаmеа Тports - Removed pіcĸitе football ԛuетtт and the national team from video games, 
іgіbnе - Announced the suspension of аll operations 
 
Partially restricted access: Googlе - stopped the sale of online peĸlаm, Fасеbооk, Іnтtаgrаm, Сроtіfу - Problems 
with the payment and withdrawal of subscriptions, TіkTok, ҮоуTubе 
 
Shops and restaurants 
Stopped imports - Dіаgео (Jоһпіе Wаlkеr, Sаrtаіn Morgаn, Gіnетт.), Rеrpod Rісаrd (Сһіѵат Rеgаl, Jаmетоn), 
Cheтhіt breweries, Рlzеnтkу рrаzdrооj, Тtаrорrаmеn 
Budеjоvіс Bуdvаr, Vernаrd, Nіnа Suтhі - close аll restaurants 
 
Culture and news 
Russia was excluded from participation: the World Mobile Congress, Eurovision,,Cannes Festival, 
Macaçyztzschitcë Institute of Technology ppeĸpaуи cooperation with the Institute of Innovation and 
Technology "Tsĸolĸovo". 
 
Sports .Ha pycĸite athletes were banned from participating in tournaments: World Softball Federation, World 
Cĸype International Cĸiĸiĸ Federation Fĸls, International Badminton Federation, International Bacĸeĸtball 
Federation , 
International Volleyball Federation, International Athletics Federation, International Rugby Federation, 
International Rugby Union, International Bandy Federation, International Papaolympics, Special Olympics, Flfa, 
UEFA. 
 

The competitions moved from Russia: World Chess Olympiad, F1 Grand Prix, Men's Volleyball World Cup, 

Association of Tennis Professionals Tournament, Champions League Final, European Championships in Singles, 

European Championships in Basketball and Pyeongchang, NPL - ppeĸcĸcĸnĸnĸnĸnĸnĸnĸnĸnĸnĸnĸa relations 

with pyeĸcĸnĸnĸnĸts 

 

Construction Πpeycуaнoвиxa their activities inRussia: YELT, Apxiteĸtypni bureaus:  

Nerzоg & dе Mеurоn, Zаhа Nаdіd Аrсhіtет, Dаvіd Сhірреrfіеld Аrсhіtет, Nіdеpлаndcĸoe МVRDV 

 

Cosmos - OpeWeb - stopped the launches from BaiJonyp. 

 

11. RESULT FOR RUSSIA AFTER RELEVANT SANCTIONS 

Russia switches to its own financial system independent of the IMF with a gold-backed currency. Those 

countries wishing to trade with Russia will pay in gold or in a gold-backed currency such as the rouble. 

Thus Russia is freed from the 5th column. Neither Russia nor China needs the dollar anymore.  A new financial 

system is being created that excludes the US and its dollar. 
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In reality, sanctions only work if the dollar is used for payment. 

 

If Russia endures these sanctions a little longer, it  

0- Russia will free itself from the dictates of the dollar 

1- Russia will sell goods for rubles that are backed by gold , or only gold 

2- Russia will exit the global neoliberalism it was forced into since 1991. 

3- Russia will become very powerful if it implements another system of development and growth. 

4- Russia will get the opportunity to develop its own industries 

5- Russia will achieve 10 slot growth per year  

6- Russia will not only command the international trade of oil and gas, which Europe and the US will have to 

pay in rubles backed by gold. Otherwise these countries will starve and mitzzer their citizens. 

7- Russia will get great opportunities to develop and create its own economy. 

8- Russia will rule the food chain as they export a minimum of 37 million tonnes of grain every year, and 

together with Ukraine they export 30 percent of all wood exports in the whole world, same talk for corn and 

other crops. 

9- Russia will manage the food chain as it is the largest producer of urea fertilizers. It is no coincidence that the 

US has not sanctioned Russian fertilizer producers. 

10- Russia will also manage the electricity production from nuclear power plants since Russia is the largest 

exporter of enriched uranium for nuclear power plants. 

11- Russia will export raw materials and materials against currency - rubles which are backed by gold. 

12- Russia will create a better social system in the country 

13- Russia will create an ecological society . 

14- Russia will manage the production of chips as Russia is the largest exporter of  

15- Russia will close factories in Germany that produce cars  

16- Russia will manage steel consumption, not the case US does not impose sanctions on steel production  

17- Russia drives price growth of sunflower, wheat whose biggest exporters Ukraine and Russia. 

18- Russia increased cargo prices as countries closed airspace va Russia,  

19- Russia will drive the oil price along with the friendly BRICS countries and Saudi Arabia,  

20- Russia will manage the price of aleminium, which has risen by 20 percent, palladium is palladium which is 

mostly mined in Russia has risen by 26.7 percent, Wheat futures have risen by 12 percent, The German 

company Leoni which used to produce car components in Ukraine has closed its two factories and laid off 

7,000 employees. 

Volkswagen has said it can't produce cable systems in Ukraine and will have to shut down its factory in 

Zwickau , eastern Germany.  That is where the biggest production of electric cars is. 

The plant in Resden is closed, Volkswagen will have to lay off 8,000 employees 22 foreign companies like only 

mentioned Leoni have 38 factories which produce components of the automotive industry. 

Electronics, desedal, semiconductor shortages have worsened. US semiconductor manufacturers import neon 

gas and palladium , entirely from Russia and Ukraine. 

The Russian company MS Norilsk Nickel produces 40% of the world's palladium, it also produces 11% of the 

world's nickel  

Russia also produces 4% of the world's cobalt, which is used in batteries,  

Russia produces 25% of the world's vanadium, used in steel production,  

 3.5% of copper   

Russia and Ukraine export 30% of the world's wheat,  

19% of the world's corn exports, 80% of the world's sunflower oil exports,  

All this is exported through Black Sea ports that are currently blockaded  

Ships with steel , iron cannot be transported,   

Supply disruptions hamper local steel mills,  

The supply chain of iron ore pellets is disrupted. Thus, global steel producers Nippon Steel Corp. And Austria's 

Foestalpin are looking for alternatives.  
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Everything is replaced . Last year 300,000 containers were shipped by rail from China to the European Union in 

the first six months of last year 2021. 

Chipmakers in the United States are turning to Russian and Ukrainian materials such as neon, palladium and 

dribble. 

More than 90 percent of U.S. semiconductor supplies are sourced from Ukraine, 35 percent of Amarican 

palladium is sourced from Russia. 

The neon critical for lasers used to make chips is a byproduct of Russian steel production , then purified in 

Ukraine. 

Palladium is used in sensors and memories. 

Neon prices have risen by 600% on the back of Russia's specialised military operation. 

Ingas has been shipping between 15 and 20 thousand cubic metres of neon per month to China, the US, 

Germany and South Korea. 

The Srisin company produced between 10 and 15 thousand cubic metres. 

Due to shortages, the price of nitrogen and potassium will lead to a weaker harvest in Europe this year. 

Brazilian farmers depend 80 percent on fertilizer imports from Russia.  

Ukraine is an exporter of 12% of wheat, 16% of corn, 18% of barley and 19% of rapeseed creating a problem in 

feeding the world's population. 

Countries in Asia and North Africa that partner with Ukraine will be affected  

70% of EU feed is foreign produced and comes from Russia and Ukraine. 

The EU is the largest importer of soymeal in the world and the second largest buyer of soybeans. 

Exports of 60 million tonnes of wheat from Russia and Ukraine together were expected to  

The U.S. will export only 22 million tons by 2022, or less than Russia and Ukraine's total  

Canada is to export 15.2 million tonnes, the EU 37.5 million tonnes. 

Russia's harvest will rise by 3.6 million tonnes to 84 million tonnes. 

Russia has banned the export of nitrogen fertilisers until April and China has banned the export of phosphate 

fertilisers until June 2022. Belarus is the main supplier of potassium to Erohpa.  

Although Germany is fourth in the world in potassium production, the EU conducts only 6%.  Two and a half 

million tonnes or 85 % of the EU's potash is imported. Even if 1.7 million tonnes of Russian and Belarusian 

potash were replaced by Canadian potash, European farmers would find it much more expensive. 

EU fields use 17 million tonnes of mineral fertiliser a year, most of it nitrogen - about 11 million tonnes. The EU 

is 68% dependent on phosphorus from leading producer China. 

30% of the nitrogen used in the EU is due to foreign partners - Russia.   

Although it has imposed sanctions , the US has not imposed sanctions on gas imports because it depends on 

them. Nor has the US imposed sanctions on Russian oil because it depends on it.    

The reason is the double dependence for Russia of 70% of its exports and for Europe of 27% of its gas exports. 

Nitrogen and potassium are the most risky fertilisers for Europe. 

Fertiliser prices will rise and supplies will become more difficult, On 4 March 2022 Rousse banned exports of 

fertilisers. 

Food crisis Europe is sanctioning businessmen like Melnichenko, who owns EUROCHEM and SIECK, which are 

Russia's largest producers of ammonium nitrate and coal. 

Putin himself has warned that food prices will rise globally. 

The West is causing problems for Russian fertiliser exports, which account for 13% of world production. 

Russia is a major producer of potash, phosphate, nitrogen, essential nutrients for crops and soils. 

Russia's Eurochim is one of the 5 largest fertilizer companies in the world. 

This will lead to high food inflation in Europe and food shortages         

World food costs will rise by another 22 percent  

Food expenditure as a percentage of individual income  

Sub-Saharan Africa - 34 

South Asia- 27 % 

Latin America - 18 % 

Middle East and North Africa - 18 % 
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Europe and Central Asia - 14 % 

North America - 8 %  

Ukraine supplies 13 % of the corn crop 

Grain supply disruption 

Weak and insufficient future harvests in Ukraine and Russia 

Low production in other parts of the world  

Therefore, Washington 31.03.2022 relaxes the sanctions against agri-food products. 

Due to shortage of chemical products. 

Russian fertilizers are products of first necessity for , Europe receives from Russia 25% urea, 15% ammonium 

nitrate, one-third of phosphorus fertilizers and 35% of potash. 

The United States supplies the Russians with 6 percent potash, 20 percent DIAMONIUM PHOSPHATE, and 13 

percent CARBAMATE. 
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